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Nick Cave, “Unarmed,” 2018, from “Promise, Witness, Remembrance,” an exhibition opening April 7 at 
the Speed Art Museum in Louisville, Ky., in honor of Breonna Taylor.

An upcoming exhibition brings Black contemporary artists to Louisville’s 
Speed Art Museum to honor Taylor and her legacy. For the curator Allison 
Glenn, it’s been an intense journey.

https://www.nytimes.com/
https://www.nytimes.com/article/breonna-taylor-police.html


“Promise, Witness, Remembrance” — an exhibition opening April 7 at the 
Speed Art Museum in Louisville, Ky., in honor of Breonna Taylor, the 26-
year-old medical worker killed by police there nearly a year ago — came 
together fast, yet in a manner “tempered by conversations,” said its curator 
Allison Glenn. These involved, centrally, Tamika Palmer, Taylor’s mother, 
whose input yielded the show title; and the painter Amy Sherald, whose 
portrait of Taylor will anchor the exhibition. Two advisory committees — one 
national, one in Louisville — have guided the show’s making, in part to avoid 
the shoals on which museums have foundered in their efforts to address 
trauma and inequity in their communities, and in their own practices.

But “Promise, Witness, Remembrance” — whose list of about two dozen 
artists mixes big names (for instance Kerry James Marshall and Lorna 
Simpson) with others who are lesser known (Bethany Collins, Noel 
Anderson, Jon-Sesrie Goff), several with Louisville ties, and local 
photographers who documented the protests last year — has both greater 
and simpler ambitions. The hope, Glenn said, is to show 
“museums can get it right” through consultation that improves, not 
diminishes, curatorial quality. It is also to help stitch community in a midsize 
city by listening to those excluded by art institutions in the past.

The first section, called “Promise,” is a bit more conceptual, a conversation 
about ideologies of the United States through symbols that uphold them. 
Bethany Collins’s work addresses the Star Spangled Banner, for example.

Bethany Collins, “The Star Spangled Banner: A Hymnal” (2020). Credit...Bethany Collins and 
PATRON Gallery; Evan Jenkin

http://jonsesriegoff.com/


In the “Witness” section are protest photographs from 2020, as well as 
work that connects to a century of movements for Black lives. And there is 
Sam Gilliam, who grew up and studied in Louisville, protesting against the 
expectation that his work as a Black male painter was to carry the weight of 
representation, as part of a movement toward positive imagery. His 
resisting that becomes a protest in itself. And it sets the stage for someone 
like Rashid Johnson to work within conceptual art and abstraction, but 
more freely.

I made the decision that I wasn’t going to show any work that was 
traumatizing in the exhibition. But I also had to be clear that I couldn’t edit 
the archive when it came to the protest photographs.

Can the exhibition benefit the Louisville arts scene beyond the museum?

I think of Alisha Wormsley’s work, “There Are Black People in the Future,” 
which will be installed like ticker-tape in the second gallery. As part of 
Alisha’s practice, she requires that the museum give honorariums to three 
local artists to respond to that idea. The Louisville steering committee will 
decide how to carry that out.

What is the opportunity this project offers?

The opportunity is to show what it means to listen. I don’t think museums 
are going to get everything right. Cultural workers aren’t going to get 
everything right. But when you listen, you provide opportunities for 
accessibility, for inroads, for connection. And I hope the end result provides 
a platform for people to feel heard, and perhaps to process the past year.




